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.........................................................A lot of people in the world think now that the music can’t be heard by anyone,The only one who can hear it are the
gods,who will sound out the music to the gods at the time of creation of this universe and this world we are living in.The music is designed by electrons

and is known as electron music.The music is omnipresent.The music is not something you can hear using any of your senses.The music is something you
hear using the third eye, and you really go out of your mind listening to it.It isn’t something you can smell,taste,see,touch or feel.This is the type of

music that are known as symphonic.The music is pure and amazing. .........................................................A lot of people in the world think now that the
music can’t be heard by anyone,The only one who can hear it are the gods,who will sound out the music to the gods at the time of creation of this

universe and this world we are living in.The music is designed by electrons and is known as electron music.The music is omnipresent.The music is not
something you can hear using any of your senses.The music is something you hear using the third eye, and you really go out of your mind listening to
it.It isn’t something you can smell,taste,see,touch or feel.This is the type of music that are known as symphonic.The music is pure and amazing. 5:00

Directions in Tamil Directions and words in Tamil and English language. English and Tamil language words are interchanged.. Word. English Language in
Tamil.. List. Glossary of Tamil Language.About Hindi. Hindi is the most widely used language of India and is the official language of Republic of India. It is

derived from Sanskrit. It belongs to Indo-European languages. It is the official language of government, medicine, science, media, cinema, education,
diplomacy, legal system, business, language arts and sports.Hindi is the most searched language in the world. The Hindustani language is a language in

the Indo-Aryan group of the Indo-European languages.. Learn vocabulary, terms, and more with flashcards, games, and other study tools.. Tamil
language. English. Hindi language.The main source of help for learning Hindi and
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